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Legal Officer, OPCW Technical Secretariat

Sources of law creating the norm prohibiting
chemical weapons
The most authoritative statement on the sources and hierar-
chy of international law is set forth in Article 38 of the Stat-
ute of the International Court of Justice as follows:  (a) inter-
national conventions; (b) international custom, as evidence
of a general practice accepted as law; (c) general principles
of law recognised by civilised nations; and, finally, (d) judi-
cial decisions (without according them precedential value)
and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of
the various nations, as a subsidiary means for the determina-
tion of rules of law.

In the case of the prohibition of chemical weapons, the
conventional norm has gone through several evolutions, each
one formulating a stricter norm wider in scope and gaining a
greater number of parties.  The principal multilateral instru-
ments in force specifically regulating asphyxiating gases1 are:
the 1899 Hague Declaration, the 1925 Geneva Protocol, and
the 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention (the “Convention”
or “CWC”), which expanded the scope beyond ‘gas’ to cover
all conceivable types of chemical weapons agent.  In addi-
tion, the use of asphyxiating gas in international armed con-
flict has been defined in the 1998 Rome Statute of the Inter-
national Criminal Court (the “Rome Statute”) as a crime fall-
ing within the jurisdiction of the Court.

Prescribing a norm by treaty has three separate effects:
(a) it is the direct source of an international obligation; (b) it
can constitute the codification of custom; and (c) in the case
of law-making treaties, it can have an impact on and influ-
ence the progressive development of custom.   This com-
ment focuses on the prohibition of chemical weapons as a
customary norm, distinct from the treaty norm.

As the most recent codification of the prohibition of chemi-
cal weapons, the CWC set forth a comprehensive ban de-
signed to eliminate categorically chemical weapons, estab-
lished the OPCW, and created the most innovative and com-

plex international verification regime ever: encompassing
reporting obligations, intrusive international inspections, and
trade restrictions.  However, the Chemical Weapons Con-
vention represents a novelty in the field of disarmament and
arms control2 and is very recent.  At this point in time, what
is the content of the rule as crystallized in custom and what
might be developing under the Convention as emergent cus-
tomary law?  The number of states parties to the CWC is
nearly universal and state practice consistently reflects re-
spect for the treaty norms.  As these factors persist, the
impact of the CWC on customary international law could
become markedly significant, particularly if states parties
exercise treaty obligations vis-à-vis states not party.

The customary rule prohibiting use of chemical
weapons in international armed conflict
The Preamble of the 1925 Geneva Protocol recognises that
“the use in war of asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases,
and of all analogous liquids, materials or devices, has been
justly condemned by the general opinion of the civilised world”
and on that basis the treaty was concluded.  Ultimately the
Geneva Protocol as a treaty norm was weakened by the
significant number of parties which reserved3 a right to
retaliate in kind with chemical weapons, with the result that
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it essentially became a ban on first use of chemical weapons.
Nevertheless, it has long been considered to be declarative
of customary international law.  In 1969, a majority of the
United Nations General Assembly recognised that “the
Geneva Protocol embodies the generally recognised rules of
international law prohibiting the use in international armed
conflicts of all biological and chemical methods of warfare,
regardless of any technical developments.”  In particular, it
declared “as contrary to the generally recognised rules of
international law … the use in international armed conflicts
of: (a) any chemical agents of warfare – chemical substances,
whether gaseous, liquid or solid – which might be employed
because of their direct toxic effects on man, animals or
plants…”4

The CWC represents explicit codification of the customary
rule in its broader sense.  For example, the Preamble
recognises that the Convention “reaffirms principles and
objectives of and obligations assumed under the Geneva
Protocol” and states the object and purpose of the Convention
as being “determined for the sake of all mankind, to exclude
completely the possibility of the use of chemical weapons,
through the implementation of the provisions of this
Convention, thereby complementing the obligations assumed
under the Geneva Protocol….”  The drafters of the
Convention ensured that the new treaty norm could not be
weakened by reservations,5 and would even survive
withdrawal from the treaty.6

In short, there is no doubt that the prohibition of use of
chemical weapons exists as a principle of customary law.
The value of identifying the rule, distinct from the treaty obli-
gation, is twofold.  First, it is applicable to all states, even
those which have not become party to the treaty.  Second,
parties to the treaty may not opt out of adhering to the rule by
withdrawing from the treaty or by exercising their right to
terminate or suspend the operation of the treaty on the ground
of the violation by another party of a “provision essential to
the accomplishment of the object or purpose of the treaty”7

because they are separately bound by the rule under custom-
ary international law.

The customary rule prohibiting use of chemical
weapons in internal armed conflict
With the issue of chemical weapons in international armed
conflict settled, the next question regards the content of the
customary rule in respect of internal armed conflict.  State
practice consists not only of “external conduct” in respect of
other states, but also the state’s internal conduct, including its
national legislation, judicial decisions, diplomatic communica-
tions, government memoranda, and unilateral declarations
(e.g., ministerial statements in parliaments and elsewhere).8

In 1995, the International Criminal Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia (the “ICTY”), in an obiter dictum, examined state
practice and opinio juris and determined that the customary
rule prohibits the use of chemical weapons by a state on its
own population.  Using the most recent publicised allegation
of chemical weapons use (the 1988 chemical attack by Iraq
on the Iraqi town of Halabja), the ICTY examined in detail
the reaction of the United Nations Security Council and the
international community to that attack and concluded:

“It is therefore clear that, whether or not Iraq really used

chemical weapons against its own Kurdish nationals – a mat-
ter on which this Chamber obviously cannot and does not
express any opinion – there undisputedly emerged a general
consensus in the international community on the principle that
the use of those weapons is also prohibited in internal armed
conflicts.”

Under Article I (“never under any circumstances”), the
CWC represents codification of the evolved customary rule
prohibiting the use of chemical weapons in internal armed
conflicts.

Chemical weapons violations as international crime
Although the Tadíc decision cited above was rendered in 1995
and the CWC had entered into force in 1997 and had already
achieved wide adherence (112 states parties), in 1998 the
drafters of the Rome Statute chose to define chemical weap-
ons crimes in terms of the narrower Geneva Protocol and
using its explicit language. The implications of that deserve
special examination since the Rome Statute is one of the most
significant steps achieved in international law in a century
and presently has 92 parties, after entering into force on 1
July 2002.  Article 8, paragraph 2(b), of the Rome Statute
provides as follows:

“2.For the purpose of this Statute, “war crimes” means:
...
(b) Other serious violations of the laws and customs ap-
plicable in international armed conflict, within the es-
tablished framework of international law, namely, any of
the following acts: […]
(xviii) Employing asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases,
and all analogous liquids, materials or devices.”
[Emphasis added]

The definition of the crime as set forth in the Rome Stat-
ute contains significant limitations.  Under that definition, the
International Criminal Court (“ICC”) would only have juris-
diction over cases involving the use of chemical weapons in
international armed conflict, and based on the principle of
complementarity.9  Cases involving the use of chemical weap-
ons would not be prosecuted by the ICC if the act occurred
in internal armed conflict (most of today’s conflicts) or was a
terrorist act, unless the acts were on such a scale that they
could be deemed to fall within the scope of the crime of geno-
cide or crimes against humanity as defined by the Rome Stat-
ute.10  Further, the ICC does not have jurisdiction over the
crimes of developing, producing, otherwise acquiring, stock-
piling, retaining or transferring chemical weapons in any cir-
cumstances; engaging in military preparations to use chemi-
cal weapons; assisting, encouraging, or inducing in any way
anyone to engage in any activity prohibited to a state party to
the Convention; or using riot control agents as a method of
warfare.

At the time the Rome Statute was adopted, 17 July 1998,
the CWC had been in force for over a year and most CWC
states parties participated in the final drafting and adoption of
the Statute. The Rome Statute constitutes opinio juris. What
are the implications of limiting the chemical weapons crimes
to the language of the Geneva Protocol and excluding the
acts which should be criminalized pursuant to the CWC?  Is
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the content of the customary rule still limited to the prohibi-
tion of use in international armed conflict?  Arguably it is not.
The Rome Statute is reflective of the consensus that could
be reached by states in respect of crimes for which they
were willing to confer jurisdiction upon a permanent in-
ternational criminal court. Before an ad hoc tribunal, states
may be willing to define the crimes more widely.  In their
own national jurisdictions, because almost all parties to the
Rome Statute are CWC states parties, they are required to
define the crimes to encompass the full scope of acts prohib-
ited by the Convention.  The argument that the narrow defi-
nition of the crimes is intended only for the purpose of con-
ferring ICC jurisdiction is further strengthened by the Ele-
ments of Crimes adopted by the Assembly of States Parties
to the Rome Statute at its first session, 3-10 September 2002.
In that document, the elements of Article 8(2)(b)(xviii) are
specified as:  (1) the perpetrator employed a gas or other
analogous substance or device; (2) the gas, substance or de-
vice was such that it causes death or serious damage to health
in the ordinary course of events, through its asphyxiating or
toxic properties; (3) the conduct took place in the context of
and was associated with an international armed conflict; and
(4) the perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that
established the existence of an armed conflict.  The footnote
to the second element stipulates that “Nothing in this element
shall be interpreted as limiting or prejudicing in any way ex-
isting or developing rules of international law with respect to
the development, production, stockpiling and use of chemical
weapons.”11

Thus, although the Rome Statute was adopted later in time,
the broad rule as stated in the CWC seems to hold prec-
edence and can be viewed as codification of the customary
rule prohibiting the use of chemical weapons in both interna-
tional and internal armed conflicts.

Separately, the ban can also be examined in light of its
status as jus cogens, which are the pre-emptory norms of
international law. One commentator notes that “The major
distinguishing feature of such rules is their relative indelibility.
They are rules of customary law which cannot be set aside
by treaty or acquiescence but only by the formation of a sub-
sequent customary rule of contrary effect.”12  War crimes
are considered to form part of jus cogens crimes and a few
authors have even gone so far as to propose that the prohibi-
tion of use of chemical weapons explicitly forms part of jus
cogens crimes.  Two elements must be present for a crime
to be jus cogens:  (1) it must threaten the peace and security
of humankind; and (2) it must shock the conscience of hu-
manity.13  The advantage of recognising the norm as one of
jus cogens is that it is non-derogable by all states under any
circumstances (peace or war); the duty to prosecute or ex-
tradite (aut dedere aut judicare) becomes applicable, any
statutes of limitations become inapplicable, the theory of uni-
versal jurisdiction applies, and states have the obligation erga
omnes not to grant impunity to the violators.14  While it is
clear that the prohibition against chemical weapons is non-
derogable, this comment suggests that clearer determination
on the part of states to prosecute those who use chemical
weapons is necessary before it can be considered to be a jus
cogens crime.  Historically, such determination is not evi-
dent.  “The gap between legal expectations and legal reality,”

as Bassiouni puts it,15 is omnipresent in cases of chemical
weapons use.  Perhaps the inclusion of the crime (albeit nar-
row in scope) in the Rome Statute is the first step towards its
establishment as a jus cogens crime.

Further development of the customary rule by the
CWC
As said above, the value of identifying the customary rule,
distinct from the treaty obligation, is that (1) it is applicable to
all states, even those who are not party to the CWC, and (2)
parties to the CWC may not opt out of adhering to the rule by
withdrawing from the treaty since they are separately bound
by the rule under customary international law.

The reactions of the international community to alleged
use of chemical weapons, whether in international armed
conflict (the Iran-Iraq war, 1980-88), internal armed conflict
(Halabja, 1988), or peacetime terrorism (the sarin gas attack
by Aum Shinrikyo in the Tokyo subway, 1995) have all been
negative.16  It is clear that opinio juris does not condone
chemical weapon use in any circumstances and any incidents
of state practice have been seen as shocking, unlawful acts.

However, the Convention sets forth much more than the
prohibition of use.  It also prohibits development and stockpil-
ing and requires destruction of existing stockpiles (all of which
are a logical consequence of a total ban on use).  It prohibits
the use of riot control agents as a method of warfare.  Its
non-proliferation element—including the Article I obligation
not to “assist, encourage or induce, in any way, anyone” and
the Article VI obligations concerning dual-use chemicals—
prescribes trade restrictions against states not party, that is,
implied export and import controls.  Its extensive verification
regime involves intrusion into state sovereignty by eliminating
the right of states to refuse entry for international inspec-
tions.  Article XXI does not permit reservations to the Con-
vention’s articles, thus making these norms non-derogable.

Thus, some of the CWC provisions are clearly a codifica-
tion of existing customary international law while other provi-
sions are novel.  The Convention sets forth the prohibitions in
terms of “never under any circumstances” (Article I) and
requires states to make the prohibitions enforceable nation-
ally to all in its jurisdiction and extraterritorially in respect of
its nationals (Article VII(1)).  Consequently, the norms are
binding during peacetime and during all armed conflict (both
international or internal) and the norms are binding upon the
state and all persons (natural or legal, thus covering acts by
companies and all individuals, including terrorists17).

The International Court of Justice indicated in the North
Sea Continental Shelf cases18 the criteria for state practice
to form a rule of customary international law: (a) the amount
of time the rule has been adhered to; (b) the number and type
of states adhering to the rule (especially states having an in-
terest affected by the rule); and (c) uniform state practice.
In this respect it stated in paragraph 74 that:

“Although the passage of only a short period of time is not
necessarily, or of itself, a bar to the formation of a new rule
of customary international law on the basis of what was origi-
nally a purely conventional rule, an indispensable requirement
would be that within the period in question, short though it
might be, state practice, including that of states whose inter-
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ests are specially affected, should have been both extensive
and virtually uniform in the sense of the provision invoked; —
and should moreover have occurred in such a way as to show
a general recognition that a rule of law or legal obligation is
involved.”

In terms of the first two elements, the Convention has
been in force for a relatively short time (since 1997), but the
states parties include all declared chemical weapons posses-
sor states and nearly all states having a relevant chemical
industry.  Membership is also wide. The Convention, seven
years after entry into force, has 161 states parties and an-
other 21 signatory states, including all but 11 of  the UN’s 192
member or observer states. In other words, 182 of the world’s
states either adhere to the Convention as binding treaty law
or, as signatory states, are under the obligation to refrain from
acts which would defeat its object and purpose.19  Of the
dozen or so states that have made no commitment to the
CWC,20 nine are party to the 1925 Geneva Protocol, thus
adhering to at least the narrower norm.21  Seven participated
in the 1989 Paris Conference on the Geneva Protocol and
adopted the Final Declaration calling for a comprehensive
ban on chemical weapons.22  Only two states remain for-
mally uncommitted in any respect to the ban on chemical
weapons, Niue and Vanuatu, and in their silence, especially
with no reports of alleged use or stockpiling ever alleged against
them, do not stand as persistent objectors to the ban.  Could
any of the other states not party be considered as persistent
objectors to a customary ban?  It appears that the majority of
them have not adhered to the Convention for two reasons:
(a) they are non-possessor states with little or no relevant
chemical industry and whose governments attribute little po-
litical priority to adhering to the Convention; or (b) they refuse
on principle to adhere to a treaty that requires renunciation of
chemical arsenals but leaves nuclear arsenals untouched,
particularly since Israel is not yet a state party.

On the third element, state practice under the treaty, con-
sensus-building and interpretation continue in the treaty-im-
plementing body, the OPCW.  The decisions of the policy-
making organs are drawing state practice into greater uni-
formity.23  Implementing legislation is being adopted which
will criminalize acts violating the Convention in at least 161
national jurisdictions.  Over time this aspect may become the
most significant feature.

Since entry into force of the treaty, a number of events
can be examined to see whether the norms discussed above
are beginning to become enforceable even against states not
party.

In 1998, arguing self-defence, the United States bombed
an alleged Chemical Weapons Production Facility (“CWPF”)
in the Sudan, at that time a state not party to the CWC.  Were
the negative reactions of states solely limited to condemna-
tion of the use of force?  The United States only formally
apologised to the Sudan after it discovered that its intelligence
had been faulty and the plant was not a CWPF after all.
Following that event, the Sudan adhered to the Convention in
1999.  Had the Sudan been party to it in 1998, and had there
been questions concerning its compliance with the treaty, in
principle they would have been resolved through the mecha-
nisms available in the OPCW, including the right to a chal-

lenge inspection.  And indeed, in 2003, the United States made
a statement during the First Special Session of the Confer-
ence of the States Parties to Review the Operation of the
Chemical Weapons Convention (“the OPCW First Review
Conference”) alleging that two states parties, the Islamic
Republic of Iran and the Sudan, were actively pursuing chemi-
cal weapons programmes.24  The Islamic Republic of Iran
immediately exercised its right of reply, confirming its com-
pliance with the treaty, and at the time of this writing, the
United States has not pursued the matter further in the Con-
ference of the States Parties.  In 2003, the United Kingdom
and the United States invaded Iraq in order to destroy its
alleged weapons of mass destruction programme, including
chemical weapons.  Press reports reflect that this action was
criticised by a number of states and by the public at large.  At
the time of this writing, no reports show that chemical weap-
ons or other weapons of mass destruction (“WMD”) have
been located in Iraq, fuelling the controversy over the legiti-
macy of the action taken.  Given the international criticism,
neither the case of enforcement against the Sudan nor Iraq
can be said to constitute accepted state practice at this time.
Acting upon a recommendation of the OPCW First Review
Conference, the OPCW Executive Council adopted an Ac-
tion Plan for the Universality of the Chemical Weapons Con-
vention, which urged states parties to undertake further ef-
forts to promote universality of the Convention.25 Subsequently,
following diplomatic negotiations by the United Kingdom and
the United States, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya joined the CWC
in January 2004 and began destroying its chemical weapons
stockpile under international supervision by the OPCW in
February 2004.

Less controversial have been efforts by states to inter-
cept WMD from air and seagoing vessels.  In May 2003, US
President Bush announced the establishment of the Prolif-
eration Security Initiative (“PSI”), a multinational response
(originally 11 states26) to address efforts by proliferators of
WMD to circumvent existing non-proliferation norms.  The
Statement of Interdiction Principles27 states the commitments
as, inter alia,  to undertake effective measures, either alone
or in concert with other states, for interdicting the transfer or
transport of WMD, their delivery systems, and related mate-
rials to and from states or non-state actors of proliferation
concern. “States or non-state actors of proliferation concern”
are defined as countries or entities that the PSI participants
have established should be subject to interdiction activities
because they are engaged in proliferation through: (1) efforts
to develop or acquire chemical, biological, or nuclear weap-
ons and associated delivery systems; or (2) transfers (either
selling, receiving, or facilitating) of WMD, their delivery sys-
tems, or related materials.  Among the specific actions to be
taken are: (a) not to transport or assist in the transport of any
such cargoes to or from states or non-state actors of prolif-
eration concern, and not to allow any persons subject to their
jurisdiction to do so; (b) to board and search any vessel flying
their flag to seize such cargoes; (c) to seriously consider pro-
viding consent to the boarding and searching of their own
flag vessels by other states and to the seizure of such cargo;
(d) to require suspect vessels in their ports, internal waters or
territorial seas to be subject to boarding, search and seizure
of such cargoes prior to entry; (e) to require suspect aircraft
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transiting their airspace to land for inspection and seizure of
such cargoes; and (f) if their ports, airfields or other facilities
are used as transhipment points for shipment of such car-
goes, to inspect suspect vessels, aircraft or other modes of
transport.  PSI has been reported to be consistent with G-8
efforts, including the Global Partnership Against the Prolif-
eration of Weapons of Mass Destruction and the European
Union Strategy and Action Plan Against Proliferation of Weap-
ons of Mass Destruction.28  Further to this initiative, it was
announced that a PSI Ship Boarding Agreement was con-
cluded on 11 February 2004 between the United States and
Liberia, which is the second largest ship registry in the world.
The agreement provides authority on a bilateral basis to board
sea vessels suspected of carrying WMD, their delivery sys-
tems, or related materials.29

In parallel, for the past year the International Maritime
Organization has been revisiting the 1988 Convention on the
Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Maritime
Navigation (“SUA”) to see whether it needs improvement in
light of the events of 11 September 2001.  An Additional Pro-
tocol is being drafted to include additional safeguards to en-
sure that ships will not be commandeered as weapons them-
selves (as aircraft were on 11 September) and there are pro-
posals to extend the list of unlawful acts to cover shipping of
nuclear, biological or chemical weapons.  A boarding provi-
sion is under discussion which would allow naval vessels to
stop and board vessels suspected of carrying illicit cargoes.
The current proposal is that such consent would be granted
by the flag state upon four-hour notice, which in practice may
prove difficult to meet when the shipowner is located in an-
other country.  While conclusion of negotiations of the Addi-
tional Protocol is not yet in sight, progress is being made on
the proposals and participants are optimistic.30

The key word in both of these arrangements is “consent”
by the flag state.  The 1982 United Nations Convention on
the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) prescribes the conditions
under which a state may board a vessel flying the flag of
another state.  The high seas are reserved for peaceful pur-
poses (Article 8).  While warships and government non-com-
mercial ships enjoy complete immunity on the high seas, there
are only specific cases in which a warship has the right to
“visit” other foreign ships and those cases are limited to pi-
racy, slave trade, unauthorised broadcasting, ships without
nationality, and ships of the same nationality as the warship
or if the case meets the criteria for a warship in “hot pursuit”
(Articles 96, 96, 110 and 111).  In territorial waters, it is some-
what easier.  Passage is innocent so long as it is not prejudi-
cial to the peace, good order or security of the coastal state
(Article 19).  In the “Rules applicable to merchant ships and
government ships operated for commercial purposes,” Arti-
cle 27 of UNCLOS prescribes that:

“The criminal jurisdiction of the coastal state should not
be exercised on board a foreign ship passing through the ter-
ritorial sea to arrest any person or to conduct any investiga-
tion in connection with any crime committed on board the
ship during its passage, save only if, inter alia, [...] the crime
is of a kind to disturb the peace of the country or the good
order of the territorial sea.”

The United Nations Security Council (the “UNSC”), par-
ticularly since 11 September 2001, has recognised that WMD
and terrorism pose a specific threat to public order that needs
to be addressed by the international community.  The PSI
and Additional Protocol to the SUA are consistent with Chapter
VII resolutions adopted to prevent or suppress terrorist acts.
In particular, in resolution 1373, under Chapter VII of the
Charter of the United Nations, the UNSC called upon states
to cooperate in the prevention of terrorist access to WMD.
In its most recent resolution on this subject - resolution 1526
(2004) - the UNSC decided to improve implementation of
measures imposed earlier31 to, inter alia, “prevent the direct
or indirect supply, sale or transfer, to listed individuals, groups,
undertakings and entities from their territories or by their
nationals outside their territories, or using their flag vessels
or aircraft, of arms and related materiel of all types including
weapons and ammunition…” and “reiterates the urgency for
all states to comply with their existing obligations to imple-
ment the measures referred to….”  Article 27 (a)-(b) of
UNCLOS could already provide the legal basis to exercise
criminal jurisdiction over foreign ships in such cases in terri-
torial waters.  If illicit WMD cargoes are being seized at high
sea by foreign warships participating in PSI or an eventual
Additional Protocol to the SUA, and this practice is not ob-
jected to by the international community, this may spell fur-
ther progressive development of the international law of the
sea and will also have an impact on the customary norm in
parallel to the CWC to prevent or suppress illicit traffic in
chemical weapons.

One area to observe over time are the import/export con-
trols over dual-use chemicals under the Convention.  One
point of contention in the OPCW is the maintenance by some
states parties of export controls under the Australia Group
separately and in parallel to its members’ Article VI obliga-
tions under the CWC.  The Australia Group is an informal
voluntary arrangement, dating back to 1984, among 33 states
to implement strict export controls on a list of dual use sub-
stances and equipment, which includes all of the chemicals
listed in the three schedules annexed to the Convention, as
well as others.  Other existing arms control regimes— in-
cluding the 1970 Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty32, the vol-
untary Missile Technology Control Regime,  and the 1999
Landmines Convention—also have implied export controls.
Under modern treaty law, bans or restrictions on WMD are
being linked with a non-proliferation element in order to make
the ban effective.  Reactions by the international community
to use, or threat of use, have also prompted strict export con-
trols.  For example, the Security Council resolutions during
the Iran-Iraq war called upon all states to continue to apply,
establish or strengthen strict controls over the export of chemi-
cal products for the production of chemical weapons, in par-
ticular to parties to a conflict, when it is established or there is
substantial reason to believe that they have used chemical
weapons in violation of international obligations.33 The Chap-
ter VII ceasefire resolution in the 1991 Gulf War set forth an
absolute prohibition on exports to Iraq of all components, means
of production, technology or know-how related to WMD and
created the binding obligation upon all states to maintain na-
tional controls and procedures to ensure compliance with that
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prohibition.34  One author has even gone so far as to suggest
that emergent customary international law is leading to state
responsibility for the failure to control the export of WMD.35

Conclusion
Article XVI(3) of the CWC specifically provides that “The
withdrawal of a State Party from this Convention shall not in
any way affect the duty of States to continue fulfilling the
obligations assumed under any relevant rules of international
law, particularly the Geneva Protocol of 1925.”  Thus the
prohibition of use survives.  Beyond that it could be concluded
that the right of withdrawal, termination or suspension of the
CWC would only absolve the state from its obligations to
contribute to the OPCW budget, its obligations to declare its
relevant chemical activities to the OPCW, and its obligation
to accept OPCW inspections.  The state would still be obliged
to continue to secure its chemical weapons stockpile (if any)
and to monitor trade in, and use of, dual use chemicals, con-
sistent with its separate treaty obligations under United Na-
tions Security Council resolution 1373 to prevent such weap-
ons or chemicals from falling into the hands of terrorists.
Although the state could recommence trading in dual use
chemicals with states not party without restriction, it is to be
anticipated that such a practice would be widely condemned
by the international community, particularly if such trading
led to the risk of proliferation of chemical weapons in viola-
tion of resolution 1373.

Although enforcement of the ban on production and stock-
piling of chemical weapons against states not parties, namely,
the Sudan in 1998 and Iraq in 2003, was widely criticised in
the press, it can be argued that the criticism was levelled
against the use of force and was not an assertion of the right
of the Sudan or Iraq to produce and stockpile such weapons,
even in the absence of treaty obligations incumbent upon them.

Future practice of states in implementation of the Prolif-
eration Security Initiative, for example, seizing shipments of
chemical weapons wherever they may be intercepted, re-
gardless of jurisdiction or ownership, will need to be exam-
ined further in light of international reactions to such acts,
before any conclusion on that aspect can be drawn.

What is clear in 2004 is that the situation is very fluid.
One commentator has said that “Politics is international law
on the move and international law is politics standing still.”36

The pressure nationally and internationally to prevent prolif-
eration of WMD is continuing to mount.  With regard to chemi-
cal weapons, their comprehensive prohibition – not just against
use but also against their development, production and stock-
piling– was established in the 1993 Chemical Weapons Con-
vention.  It appears that this instrument will achieve universal
status in concrete terms in the foreseeable future, if it hasn’t
already in essence.  With 161 states parties and a further 21
signatory states (who are under the interim obligation to re-
frain from acts which would defeat the object and purpose of
the treaty), the comprehensive prohibition as a universal norm
has been arguably attained already.

Notes
*    The views expressed are the author’s own and do not necessarily
reflect those of the OPCW Secretariat.
1    There are a number of other instruments codifying the ancient
prohibition on “poison” or “poisoned weapons” as a method of

warfare.  The prohibition on the use of poison as a means of warfare
dates back to ancient Indian, Chinese and Greek law and chemical
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